Charter Day
Convocation

Wednesday
October 6, 2021
The annual Charter Day Convocation of Victoria University commemorates the granting of Victoria’s Royal Charter by King William IV in 1836. Since 1895 this Convocation has been the occasion for the presentation of scholarships and other academic awards to students of Victoria College.
The Order

TERRITORIAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
We wish to acknowledge this land on which Victoria University in the University of Toronto operates. For thousands of years it has been the traditional land of the Huron-Wendat, the Seneca, and most recently, the Mississaugas of the Credit River. Today, this meeting place is still the home to many Indigenous people from across Turtle Island and we are grateful to have the opportunity to work on this land.

OPENING REMARKS
Professor William Robins
President and Vice-Chancellor, Victoria University

REMARKS
Mr. Nick Saul, O.C.
Chancellor, Victoria University

CITATION
Dr. Wendy Cecil, C.M., FRCGS
Chancellor Emerita, Victoria University

PRESENTATION OF THE HONORARY DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS, HONORIS CAUSA

ADDRESS
Dr. Blake Charles Goldring
C.M., M.S.M., CD, LL.D., CFA

REMARKS
Professor Angela Esterhammer
Principal, Victoria College

PRESENTATION OF AWARDS AND CLOSING REMARKS
Ms. Yvette Ali
Registrar, Victoria University
Victoria College 2021–2022
Admission Scholarships

Zahra Ahmadi
Olivia Grace Allen
Astrid Amador
Mahad Amir
Gabriel Mathias Andolfatto
Piper Sydney Apfelbeck
Gabrielle Maria Baganha
Maia Angeline Baker
Paul Joshua Mendoza Bangalan
Emma Bellon
Avery Reese Bespalko
Naveed Bhuiyan
Christian Karl Bongalon
Amanat Singh Brar
Lila Annabelle Carr
Shaswata Chakraborty
Lindy Chang
Jiekae Choi
Michael Cheng
Luke David Cheseldine
Natalie Siu Ting Cheung
Shilo Cheyenne Chislett
Joonyoung Choi
Amelia Iris Collet
Chanecia Anaya Raha Collins
Sophie Maya Conrad
Yashar Zaman Daad
Nicholas James de Villa-Choi
Natalie Domegan
Alissa Esterhammer
Zilu Fan
Patrick William Fidler
Delanie Eva Finnigan
Ava Simone Flint
Noah James Frazer
Abigail Elise Frix
Grace Elizabeth Hwei Yu Fung
Navkiran Kaur Gill
Edward Han
Jiwoon Heo
Albert Ie Ho
Emma King Wai Ho

The Pauline M Scott Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Moorelands Community Services Award
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Victoria Annual Fund Award
The Wray and Anne Patterson Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The McCutcheon Award
The Arthur Leonard Schawlow Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The A L Cochrane Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
The Mary Emily Pearson Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Victoria Annual Fund Award
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Senator Keith Davey Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Pinkham Family Scholarship
The Doris Preston Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Anna O’Reilly Award
The Gilbert Edward Howey Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Mary Emily Pearson Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
Gavin Ho
Zhongyi Huang
Ella Nicole Hugie
Mursal Jahed
Aida Javan
Akshayan Shayan Jeyakumar
Yun Seo Jung
Krystyn Kastalya Kaloo
Emelia James Kaza
Pheonix Alina Khan
Nabila Noor Khandaker
Asima Kidwai
Eden Eunsik Kim
Eugene Kim
Jubee Kim
June-Kyo Kim
Jiwoo Ko
Minnie Koppenheffer
Anna Sophia Lee Pantoja
Tahir Andrey Leonenko
Jin Yi Li
Wen Da Li
Rachel Lin
Nicole Laura McSwain
Anastasia Miller
Alexander Gregory Miteza
Isabella Morales Motta
Sara Mousavi
Francis Ellington Nardi
Joshua Kye Jin Ng
Ruihong Ni
Jeanine Colleen Ohene-Agyei
Ye Peng
Isla Violet Pilgrim
Amelia Ann Riddell
Isaac Jerome Rosenberg
Timur Bey Sahin
Habibah Osama Salama
Adam Sandhu
Michael Andrew Sava
Aryaman Sharma
Mya Elizabeth Sheffield
Vennila Sivakumaran
Justin Jia-Po Song
Sinem Soylemezoglu
Isabella Wenz Spoor
Briar Aurora Summers Arndt
Emma Jean Valihora

The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Isabel Bader Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Mary Isabel (Park) Hodgkinson Admission Award
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Albert College Award
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Mrs F N G Starr Scholarship
The Robertson Scholarship
The Helen Margaret (McConkey) Thomson Scholarship
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
The McCutcheon Award
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Laure Rièse Scholarship
The Victoria Annual Fund Award
The Elizabeth Ann Hightet Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Edward L Baker Darius Dunham Award
The Anna O’Reilly Award
The Albert College Award
The Professor George Metcalf Scholarship
The Edward L Baker Darius Dunham Award
The Clara Flavelle McEachren Scholarship
The Pauline M Scott Scholarship
The A L Cochrane Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Mary Isabel (Park) Hodgkinson Admission Award
The Harold and Ethel Bennett Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Regents Performance Award
The James Carson Taylor Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Victoria Annual Fund Award
The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
The Regents Admission Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
The Gloria and Henry Onyett Admission Scholarship
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
Jacob Abelardo Villasana  
The Classes of 1916, 1927 and 1929 Scholarship
Karolina Elizabeth von Friedl  
The General Motors Admission Award II
Xindi Wang  
The Regents Admission Scholarship
Yuhan Wang  
The Walter Edward Hart Massey Scholarship
Zhuo Wang  
The Regents Admission Scholarship
Zeeniya Waseem  
The Laure Rièse Scholarship
Tristen John White  
The Victoria Annual Fund Award
Iain James Whittle  
The General Motors Admission Award I
Ryan Wu  
The Albert College Award
Yujun Wu  
The Regents Admission Scholarship
Jeremy Eulan Li Xie  
The Isabel Bader Scholarship
Allen Xu  
The Mary Emily Pearson Scholarship
Canran Xue  
The Regents Admission Scholarship
Aoyu Yang  
The Regents Admission Scholarship
Yuewen Yin  
The Mary Ellen Carty Residence Scholarship
Zhi Yu  
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award
Kai Xuan Zhang  
The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
Mu Yun Zhang  
The General Motors Admission Award II
Yuyue Zhang  
The Regents Admission Scholarship
Yafen Zhao  
The Regents Admission Scholarship
Arvjola Zogu  
The Craig and Cathy Smith Award

Awards continued on next page
Victoria College 2021–2022
In-Course Scholarships and Renewals

FIRST YEAR (First Group of 5.0 Credits)

Janna Sherif Abbas
Salwa Abdalla
Spencer Samuel Abssy
Talal Abuosbeh
Elisse Isabella Adam
Simon Asher David Adams
Suci Addow
Mixiati Aerzuo
Sham Alhamdah
Clarissa Salina Ali
Tamsine Anastasha Magdalino Ali
Phoebe Schwey-Mey Allen-Cheng
Jonathan Harry Samuel Raybould Angell
Kallioppe Grishkin Anvar McCall
Issam Arabi
Panagiotis Ioanis Argiropoulos
Sakura Grace Ariga
Artem Arutyunov
Andrey Askovic
William Stewart Assad
James Adrian Flores Atalin
Chloe Jen-Lon Bantle
WeiGuang Bao
Gabriella Batikian
Mark Bedaywi
Kira Bianca Belaoussof
Caroline Foster Bellamy
Katerina Isabel Benevides
Felipe Benevides Crespi
Aidan Joseph Sekuler Bennett
Soufiane Benzyan
Julia Catherine Berardini
Nicole Berezuk
Michael Alexander Berton
Isobel Cordelia Jean Bird

The Mary Victoria Court Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Ann Oaks Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Mary Isabel (Park) Hodgkinson Scholarship
The Phil Maude Memorial Scholarship
The Margaret Slater Scholarship
The Elizabeth (Eastlake) Vosburgh Scholarship
The Thora and Ralph Mills Scholarship
The Victoria Reunion Award
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The Regents Participation Award
The Burwash House Scholarship
The Helen Mae Woodliffe Scholarship
The Simeon Janes Scholarship
The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Gregory L and Margaret I Baker Scholarship
The Katherine St John Scholarship
The Helen Mae Woodliffe Scholarship
The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
The James Morrow Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Jessie Macpherson Scholarship in Fine Art
The Katherine St John Scholarship
The Heather McCallum Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Dale Anne Freed Scholarship
The Grace Victoria Becker Scholarship
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Valerie Brook Scholarship

IN-COURSE SCHOLARSHIPS
All Victoria College students who do not already hold a renewable scholarship are guaranteed an in-course scholarship of up to $1,000 if they achieve an average in the A range (grade point average 3.50+). Scholarships are awarded to students who have completed the First, Second or Third Year of study of a first Bachelor’s degree. For award purposes, a year of study is defined as completion of 5.0 full credits by the end of the summer session.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Scholarship(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Bella Wallas Corrente</td>
<td>The Dale Anne Freed Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Covert</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Rachael Cross</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raina Cui</td>
<td>The Helen Rutherford Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nila Carla Curtosi</td>
<td>The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristiana Martins Da Costa</td>
<td>The Professor D O Robson Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stella Danakas</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngoc Huy Dang</td>
<td>The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Dang Vu</td>
<td>The Mrs F N G Starr Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giedre Dargeviciute</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genevieve Matisse De Giorgio</td>
<td>The Professor D O Robson Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristine Anna Deki</td>
<td>The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Deleanu</td>
<td>The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Demitry</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ishartek Singh Dhaliwal</td>
<td>The Professor A E Lang Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ailing Ding</td>
<td>The John Gardner Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yue Dong</td>
<td>The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Thomas Downey</td>
<td>The Professor George Metcalf Scholarship (renewed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tara Morgan Downie</td>
<td>The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Downing</td>
<td>The Jamie McEwen Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Elizabeth Dri</td>
<td>The Valerie Brook Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darion Quinn Driedger</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hieu Duc Duong</td>
<td>The Katherine St John Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Olivia Eng</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Amy Engel</td>
<td>The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khulan Enkhbold</td>
<td>The Noreen (Moorhouse) Clark Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laura Escobar</td>
<td>The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernest Myguel Gavino Esteban</td>
<td>The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Adam Fairchild</td>
<td>The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shahzada Muhammad Shameel Farooq</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mia Sarah Feldman</td>
<td>The Noreen (Moorhouse) Clark Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valeriy Fesenko</td>
<td>The Jamie McEwen Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathalyn Francis</td>
<td>The Mary Mounfield Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabel Anna Friesen</td>
<td>The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Elizabeth Fry</td>
<td>The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Milena Frynta</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Allyn Gardner</td>
<td>The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicolas Paul Joseph Gauthier</td>
<td>The Roy Alvin Hope Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Alvaro Geiger</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yun Geng</td>
<td>The Marvi and John Ricker Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rui Tong Geng Li</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake Alexander Gigiolio</td>
<td>The Thora and Ralph Mills Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eris Gjini</td>
<td>The Janet Jarrett Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Maria Glowacki</td>
<td>The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremy Lashanth Godwin</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosalyn Mon Lin Goh</td>
<td>The Katherine St John Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Jacob Giordano Golden</td>
<td>The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annalise Wedler Goldstein</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scholarship</td>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pauline (Mills) McGibbon Scholarship</td>
<td>Beth Nadia Gouda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Salvatore and Marion (Cooper) Brancaccio Scholarship</td>
<td>Lara Taylor Ground</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Hubert Gu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Alexander Guarasci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Hannah Lynn Caba Guiang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Victoria College Faculty Award</td>
<td>Laura Carolyn Guimond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Shiyambavy Gunaseelan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Kashvi Priya Gupta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship</td>
<td>Malay Gupta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Katherine St John Scholarship</td>
<td>Rachel Yu-Jin Ha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Osama Ahmad Haleemah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Changlin Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Jerh Hao Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dale Anne Freed Scholarship</td>
<td>Yuxin Han</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Alastair Thomson McKinnon Scholarship</td>
<td>Charmaine Handojo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Rula Hasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The John Fletcher McLaughlin Scholarship</td>
<td>Raazia Hashim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Anita Hessami Pilehrood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Nadia Samantha Hnetka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The George W. Edmonds Scholarship</td>
<td>Andrew Jiament Ho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dr Goldwin S French Scholarship</td>
<td>Celena Ho</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Domenica Holguin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Jessie Macpherson Scholarship in Fine Art</td>
<td>Julia Chunxiao Hu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Victoria Reunion Award</td>
<td>Rui-Yuan Hu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Samuel Thomas Hugie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Michael A Tory Scholarship</td>
<td>Anisha Huq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Khang Vy Huynh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mary Mounfield Scholarship</td>
<td>Jaemin Hwang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Professor Ernest Edwin Best Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Erblin Agnes Hysi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Laura Christine Idsinga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship</td>
<td>Ethan Jonathan Ing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Sarveen Inthirakumaran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Renee Jagdeo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Rahul Jaideep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Heather McCallum Scholarship</td>
<td>Ansh Jain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Chae Rin Jang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship</td>
<td>Victor Jeong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mary Mounfield Scholarship</td>
<td>Vedika Jha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Vic Spring Reunion Scholarship</td>
<td>Jing Jin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Professor D O Robson Scholarship</td>
<td>Emily Margaret Johnston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Judith Joshi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dr John Benjamin Gullen Scholarship</td>
<td>Petar Jovasevic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Victoria Annual Fund Award (renewed)</td>
<td>Shane Joy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Susan McKenzie and Gary Girvan Scholarship</td>
<td>Giridhar Sateesh Kamath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Phoebe Kamel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Dr Robert C Brandeis Scholarship</td>
<td>Nina Louisa Katz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
<td>Elizabeth Hope Kelly</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Georgia Kelly
Thomas Virdee Gordon Keough
Lauren Kerr
Arsalan Ahmad Khan
Palvasha Safdar Khan
Rida Khan
Rana Hisham F Khatib
Pranav Jignesh Khatri
Muhammad Muassam Khan Khattak
Do Hyoun Kim
Emily Una Kim
Jihyun Kim
Julie Kim
Onbee Kim
Rachel Minyoung Kim
Su Ah Kim
Maarib Kirmani Haseeb
Aria Margriet Brommersma Kowal
Astrid Joy Lacroix-Desanti
Thanh Dat Lam
Cristina Lucia Lama
James Edward Charles Lautens
Alon Lavie
Daniel Marziale Lazaro
Tara Lazetic
Elaine Even Lee
Seohyun Lee
Seung Woo Lee
Yoonseo Lee
Jackson Nicholas Leslie
Adam Alexander Leung
Tsz Ching Leung
Tsz Hei Leung
Rion Xavier Levy
Brenda Sam Li
Hongfei Li
Megan Haoran Li
Mengen Li
Shi Ru Li
Tianxu Li
Justin Dylan Tan Lim
Po-Chen Lin
Yiannie Lin
Sydney Lipu
Angela Qi Liu
Mengyang Liu
Sienna Liu
Abbie Wing Sum Lo
Jessica Nathalie Lo Choy

The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Salvatore and Marion (Cooper) Brancaccio Scholarship
The Elizabeth (Eastlake) Vosburgh Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The John Fletcher McLaughlin Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Victoria Reunion Award
The Brian David Radford Memorial Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The Alfred and Isabel Bader Scholarship
The Professor R K Arnold Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Leila Miller Memorial Scholarship
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Victoria Annual Fund Award (renewed)
The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
The Edwin John Pratt Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Julie Yan-Ping Lee Scholarship
The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
The Robert C. Dowssett Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents Participation Award
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The White Scholarship in French
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Ann Oaks Scholarship
The Phil Maude Memorial Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Lecily (White) (Johnston) Hutcheson Scholarship
Tim Logatsang
Lovina Lokeswara
Mary Long
Karl Lu
Jeffrey Zhanghao Luo
Vivian Thao Vy Ly
Jenny Ma
Mingwei Ma
Xiangyuan Ma
Paul Maiquez-Gamester
Mojan Majid
Aryna Makarenka
Zindziswa Claire Malanca
Liliana Rachel Sophie Malat
Elena Maria Manzella
Anita Mazumdar-Moscato
Patricia Johanna Meyer
Huiwen Miao
Kristan Marie Michailoff
Natalie Kiara Min
Asha India Mior
Guy Arie Mizrahi
Janelle Eve Ronquillo Modo
Fatima Khalid Ahmed Mohamed
Ethan Moran
Mircea Eugen Morosan
Anna Violeta Mouzenian
Sumairaa Yusuf Mulla
Benjamin Eric Murphy
Adam Musa
Gemma Catherine Naccarato
Ashna Nagar
Anuraag Nagaraja
Jan-Niklas Nagel
Areeba Naqi
Alexander Emil Natchev
Ruben Navasardyan
Tanga Ivy Joel Ndongmi
Emilie Halina Nero
Dien Ngoc Nguyen
Min Robert Grant Peterson Nishikawa
Grace Malta Nolasco
Cheryl Yang Nong
Jiwoo Oh
Yoojeong Oh
Mufeng Ouyang
Fatimah-Aliyah Asmina Oyarekhua
Alexandra Grace Pan
Jiali Pan

The Friends of Victoria University Library Scholarship
The John Paul Evans Scholarship
The Katherine St John Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Mary Isabel (Park) Hodgkinson Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Gregory L and Margaret I Baker Scholarship
The Eleanor and G Wallis Field Scholarship
The Blake C Goldring Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Elizabeth (Eastlake) Vosburgh Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French
The Roy Alvin Hope Scholarship
The Vic One In-Course Scholarship
The Walter Theodore Brown Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Pauline A Thompson Scholarship
The Roy Alvin Hope Scholarship
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Wayne Reesor Thomas Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Vic Spring Reunion Scholarship
The Salvatore and Marion (Cooper) Brancaccio Scholarship
The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
The Victoria Annual Fund Award (renewed)
The Friends of Victoria University Library Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Teça Patricia (Court) Coles Scholarship
The Ann Oaks Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Aayushi Pandey The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Chloe Eunice Gonzalez Panganiban The Margaret Slater Scholarship
Lisa Paramonova The Robert C. Dowsett Scholarship
Yubin Park The Dr Augusta Stowe Gullen Scholarship
Tej Patel The Teça Patricia (Court) Coles Scholarship
Aditya Shankar Sarma Peri The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship
Henry Francesco Petrelli The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Sarah Lee Petrucci The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Tracy Pham The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Korol Heather Pikulik The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Kenzie Lakhan Pilling The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Shawn Plotko The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Jeanne Polochansky The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Piotr Jan Pralat The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Yuyuan Pu The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Nikola Pucnin The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Maya Qadan The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Muneeah Nayab Qureshi The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Claire Rose McPhee Ramcharan The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Elijah Meadow Ramraj The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Rebeccah Ellen Raphael The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Anik Amirali Ratnani The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Julia Huixin Ren The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Sophia Maria Rick The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Ishika Rishi The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Karen Rizkallah The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Sabrina Leah Romero-Vanword The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Sooraya Bibi Rosanally The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Enkhjin Ross The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Marianne Sophie Rouleau-Tang The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Sourodip Roy The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Sophia Abigail Ruffo The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Hannah Saad The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Fabiha Saddat The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Zachary Kassem Salehe The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Esme Belle Xin-Yun Sanders The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Akshita Sangha The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Dhruvaa Saravanan The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Neha Sarraf The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Ralph Sayegh The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Elliot Andrew Gilbert Schrider The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Jacqueline Delaney Seal The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Lord Bradly See The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Shysta Sehgal The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Bo Chan Seo The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Eunchae Seong The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Ariana Elisabeth Sevsek The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Abdus samad Shaikh The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Ava Shamshirzan The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Maya Rukmini Shankar
Anya Shen
Siyun Shen
Madeleine Mary Louise Sherwood
Hala Sheta
Jihao Shi
Dixshant Shree Shreemal
Rishi Shrishrimal
Ziqi Shu
Carina Sinevici
Ritesh Singh
Ryan Alexandre Hubert Snelling
Shiyi Song
William Stager
Conrad Mathew Stanek
Sarah Stern
Chloe Mingyan St-Maurice
Edward De-Ji Su
Anton Pavlovych Sugolov
Melissa Suma
Mika Sun
Selena Ying Sun
Shizhuo SUN
Ashiana Marissa Sunderji
Isha Irshad Surani
Aimee Catherine Surendra
Jessica Marie Svab
Madeline Szabo
Amanda Tam
Christina Sarah Tam
Ryota Tamanoi
Ye Fun Tan
Bhavya Tandon
Ginger Annavera Taylor
Mikaela Taylor
William Jack Teece-Soter
Erin Mary Thavarajah
Kaiden Thompson
David Tran
Jaden Hope Cindy Van Allen
Clarice van Walsum
Natasha Kirsten Vango
Shashvat Varma
Shon Verch
Lily Marie Vienneau
Una Vulevic
Paphawi Wachiralappaitoon
Alexander Tin Yau Wagner

The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
The Vic One In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship
The James Morrow Scholarship
The Victoria Reunion Award
The Victoria College 5T3 Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Margaret Slater Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Marvi and John Ricker Scholarship
The Friends of Victoria University Library Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship
The Dr A B B Moore Scholarship
The Margaret Slater Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Hart Massey Scholarship
The Elizabeth (Eastlake) Vosburgh Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The James Morrow Scholarship
The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Eleanor and G Wallis Field Scholarship
The David W Pretty Award
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Rachel Brady Brandeis Memorial Scholarship
The Ruth Joyce Norton Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship
Li Wan
Amy Wang
Joanna Wang
Lezhi Wang
Rilla Jiansu Wang
Shi Lu Wang
Siyuan Wang
Teresa Herh Wang
Yijie Wang
Zach Thomas Webster
Angela Wei
Zixin Wei
Shaneee Abigail Wilson
Elizabeth Rita Wong
Bradley Duncan Wood-Maclean
Hsin-Wei Wu
Jiaqing Wu
Kaileigh Zhe-Jing Wu
Yutong Wu
Xinyan Xiang
Chessy Caixi Xie
Rachel Xie
Xinyi Xie
Hanqi Xu
Michael Zigao Xu
David Chi Yung Yan
Anna Yang
Emily Yang
Grace Yang
Jing Cheng Yang
Shelley Yao
Calvin Yu Junjie Yee Fong
Atta Ur Rehman Yousafi
Jiacheng Yu
Joanne Yuan
Khairatun Fatima Binte Yusuff
Victoria Nicole Zachos
Abdullah Zafar
Christina Marie Zakala
Kian Zargham Bakhtiari
Connie Zeng
David Zhang
Jiayu Zhang
Lana Wensi Zhang
Maggie JX Zhang
Sixiao Zhang
Tai Zhang
Xinyu Zhang

The Isabel Crook Scholarship
The Professor R K Arnold Scholarship
The Roy Alvin Hope Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The James Morrow Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship
The Mrs F N G Starr Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Dr Goldwin S French Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Mary Victoria Court Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Pauline M Scott Scholarship (renewed)
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Victoria Annual Fund Award (renewed)
The Romans Family Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Marion (Rickard) Farr Scholarship
The Mrs F N G Starr Scholarship
The Ruth Joyce Norton Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Joan David Stewart Scholarship
The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship
The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship
The John David Stewart Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Dr Goldwin S French Scholarship
The Teça Patricia (Court) Coles Scholarship
The Bob Simkins Memorial Scholarship in Science
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Dale Anne Freed Scholarship
The Rachel Brady Brandeis Memorial Scholarship
The Mary Brant Award
The Jessie Macpherson Scholarship in Fine Art
The Katherine St John Scholarship
The Jessie Macpherson Scholarship in Fine Art
SECOND YEAR (Second Group of 5.0 Credits)

Yiran Zhang
Yu He Zhang
Yue Zhang
Yuying Zhang
Justin Zeyong Zheng
Yi Ran Zhou
Kerry Zhu
David Ellerey Zolya
Kangni Zou
Emily Allison Zurcher

The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Pauline A Thompson Scholarship
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
The Bob Simkins Memorial Scholarship in Science
The William Pearson Scott Scholarship
The Alfred and Isabel Bader Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The University of Toronto Vari Scholarship
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
The Valerie Brook Scholarship

Marie Jo Abdul-Hay
Sarah Jean Abernethy
Emili Adhamidhis
Vidhu Maneka Adhihetty
Alishba Afaq
Atharv Agrawal
Asadullah Ahmed
Wei Ai
Khadija Alam
Anuki Diyathma Amarakoon
Youngseo An
John Chris Anastasopoulos
Justin Audrey Andrada
Chrisoula Angelis
Sasha Wong Weng Si Arnett
Maame Adjoa Asumadu Addo
James Adrian Flores Atalin
Kara Austria
Anna Babalis
Paraney Babuharan
Rakshan Ryan Balachandran
Anishaa Balaji
Clare Bargold
Teia Doris Tomioka Barrie
Kathryn Rose Beukeboom
Ahad Bhagat
Huilong Bian
Nicola Helen Maria Victoria Bijvoet
Britnei Bilhete
Sophia Xiu Qing Fiona Blaikie-Sloan
Jasmina Kaur Brar
Annabella Rayne Bregazzi
Cynthia Yard Brilinger
Hannah Louise Gaor Cabrejas
Elisabetta Febe Canaletti
Daniela Giuseppina Capone
Charlotte Carlyle

The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The William McCauley Scholarship
The James Morrow Scholarship
The McCutcheon Award
The McCutcheon Award
The David W Pretty Award
The Laure Rièse Scholarship
The Dr Robert C Brandeis Scholarship
The Louis R Charpentier Scholarship
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
The Friends of Victoria University Library Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Gerald Allen Hollingshead Memorial Scholarship (renewed)
The Joseph Wesley MacCallum Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Anne Weldon Tait Scholarship
The Dr Goldwin S French Scholarship
The Sunil Kumar and Nita Singh Scholarship
The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
The Margaret Slater Scholarship
The Dale Anne Freed Scholarship
The Friends of Victoria University Library Scholarship
The Margaret Wright Maus Bond Scholarship
The Edward and Lucille Engeland Memorial Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The William Ewart Staples Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Brian David Radford Memorial Scholarship
The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship
The Joblin Scholarship
The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
The Laure Rièse Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
SECOND YEAR (Second Group of 5.0 Credits)

Amelia B Cassidy
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Kelly Elizabeth Catton
   The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
Rebecca Ceppas de Castro
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Clayton Chan
   The John Paul Evans Scholarship
Sabrina Chan
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Tsz Ying Chan
   The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship
Eui Young Chang
   The Hazel Margaret Brown Scholarship
Wei-Ting Chao
   The Thora and Ralph Mills Scholarship
Talha Anwar Chaudhry
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Chloe Linda Chayo
   The J Alexander and Marion G Barker Langford Scholarship
Elizabeth Geshan Chen
   The David K Bernhardt Scholarship
Szu-wen Chen
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Yihan Chen
   The Julie Yan-Ping Lee Scholarship
Yuhui Chen
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Yutong Chen
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Abhigya Chhabra
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Tung Kwan Nathan Ching
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Kin Ning Angel Chow
   The Walter Buleychuk Scholarship
Heejung Sarah Chung
   The Valerie Brook Scholarship
Minyoung Chung
   The McCutcheon Award
Connor William Clark
   The George W. Edmonds Scholarship
Brooke Movreen Collins
   The Kathryn Anne Radford Scholarship
Ashley Marie Costa
   The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French
Ninon Lunie Marie Crestois
   The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Fabiola Astrid Cruz Li
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Hanqi Cui
   The Kennedy Scholarship
Arla Dakli
   The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
Sophie Jiaxing Dan
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
An Dang Vu
   The Thora and Ralph Mills Scholarship
William John Darragh
   The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Phaedra Emily Enns Davis
   The Margaret Slater Scholarship
Erika Tasia Della Penna
   The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
Leo Pascal Desruelle
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Neha Kaur Dhaliwal
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Maryanna Sierra C. Diab
   The Louis R Charpentier Scholarship
Yiyun Ding
   The Joseph Wesley MacCallum Scholarship
Youyi Ding
   The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Mary Yvonne Vincenza Ditta
   The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Charles Harold Dixon
   The Kathleen Watson Memorial Award
Faith Dong
   The Regents Participation Award
Liam Peter Donovan
   The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
Naena Jean Drazman
   The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
Karolina Droscova
   The Lecily (White) (Johnston) Hutcheson Scholarship
Joy Feng Du
   The Dorothy I M Black Scholarship
Juan Diego Duarte Marcano
   The Dr Goldwin S French Scholarship
Maria Daniela Duarte Marcano
   The Bader Scholarship in Spanish
Hannah Rose Eaton-Tessier
   The Victoria Annual Fund Award (renewed)
Ali Ekram pour
Hadi El Mais
Daniel Elgez
Tala ELKukhun
Ameera Essabar
Jacob Samuel Estrela-Robalino
Payam Fakoorziba
India Hermione Fallowfield
Loridy Fan
Shih-Yi Fan
Jennie Isabella Fang
Ruihao Fang
Daniel Nogueira Feijo
Eric Anthony Fishback
Sarah Ann Fraser Florio
Areli Jacinda Freeman
Wenkai Fu
Kyle Wai Ho Fung
Jennifer Bailey Furman
Nadija Mai-Xuan Gilka
Zoe Marina Golay
Elena Maria Goldak
Tashi Sera Deacon Gombu
Leeanne Maria Idinha Gomes
Vanessa Sofia Novo Gomes
William Simon Gotlib
Dylan Samuel Gould
William Robert Mcgaw Groff
Catherine Guan
Jiaqi Guo
Yaxin Guo
Sarah Ha
Thi Bich Nhu Ha
Katherine Anne Moorcroft Haberl
Phoebe Yi Wen Han
Ava Harrington
Benjamin Peter Hartmans
Jacob Brian Hosking Harvey
Syeda Mahzabin Hasan
Sara Arabi Hashemi
Rikke Haugvalstad
Ying He
Brodie Conor James Hemphill
Tosha Henry-Adams
Muireann Elizabeth Heuchan
Jacqueline Kimberly Margaret Hodge
Abigayle Paisley Matilda Horton
Yang Qing Hu
Justin Yoon Huh

The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
The Victoria Reunion Award
The Alastair Thomson McKinnon Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
The Regents Participation Award
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Joseph Wesley MacCallum Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The Walter Theodore Brown Scholarship
The J H Riddell Department of Classics Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Brian David Radford Memorial Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Alfred and Isabel Bader Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Wayne C Vance Scholarship
The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
The Sarah Jane Elliott Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Dr Robert C Brandeis Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Alfred and Isabel Bader Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Kathryn Anne Radford Scholarship
The James Morrow Scholarship
The John E Dix Memorial Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Donald Alexander Court Scholarship
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Kathryn Anne Radford Scholarship
The Margaret Slater Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship
The Genevieve Logan Scholarship
The James Morrow Scholarship
The Barbara (Brandon) McGowan Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The John Nattress Watson Memorial Award
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Stefan Stykolt Memorial Scholarship
Sapna Samiksha Humar
The James Burns Scholarship

Robin Huo
The Gerald Allen Hollingshead Memorial Scholarship (renewed)

Erblin Agnes Hysi
The Beatrice Mathers Memorial Scholarship

Cassandra Marie Iacovelli
The Sarah Jane Elliott Scholarship

Ibnat Tasfiha Islam
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship

Aliya Anakiko Bunda Izumi
The Dr Ben Chan Scholarship

Eric Andrew Cameron Jackson
The Valerie Brook Scholarship

Namah Vikas Jaggi
The George W. Edmonds Scholarship

Serayah Anika Jamadar
The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship

William Walton Jarvis-Cross
The McCutcheon Award

Madeleine Jay
The Roy Alvin Hope Scholarship

Trisha Anjani Jeyaseelan
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship

Jenitaa Jeyathas
The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)

Madison Caroline Anne Johnstone
The Dr Raymond Moriyma Scholarship

Ellie Bianca Jones
The Regents In-Course Scholarship

Katherine Lucy Jung
The Valerie Story Scholarship

Demetre Antonopoulos Kanargelidis
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship

Johnathon Karagiannis
The Regents In-Course Scholarship

Noah Lucas Karpiak
The Dr Goldwin S French Scholarship

Omar Areef Kassam
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship

Vedansh Kaushik
The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship

Aaron Kerzner
The University of Toronto Vari Scholarship (renewed)

Misha Khan
The Regents In-Course Scholarship

Rhea Kaur Khurana
The David W Pretty Award

Matthew Timothy Kieffer
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship

Jihyun Kim
The Margaret Gairns Scholarship (renewed)

Laura Insun Kim
The Regents In-Course Scholarship

Veronika Kizhlo
The Jessie Macpherson Memorial Scholarship

Heidi Marie Knechtel
The Class of 1945 Scholarship

Diana Kobetic
The University of Toronto Vari Scholarship (renewed)

Jessica Chelsea Kok
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship

Brett Edward Kreinsen
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship

Chin Kheong Ku
The Joblin Scholarship

Angela Kuan
The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship

Yoon-Ji Jamie Kweon
The Mary Isabel (Park) Hodgkinson Scholarship

Swapnil Narayan Lal
The Regents In-Course Scholarship

Megan Lam
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship

Jean-Philippe Lambert
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship

Jessica Nicole Pyne Landaverde
The Regents In-Course Scholarship

Muhammad Adil Latif
The Regents In-Course Scholarship

Chantale Hugh-Tung Lau
The Regents In-Course Scholarship

Adele Marie Lauzon
The Helen Mae Woodliffe Scholarship

Zoe Daniela Lazaris
The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship

Han Byeol Lee
The Gwen (Neal) Hopper Scholarship

Junwoo Lee
The Regents In-Course Scholarship

Soo Yeon Lee
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship

Isabella Leong
The Regents In-Course Scholarship

Jia Qi Leong
The Michael A Tory Scholarship

Megan Haoran Li
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Yuzi Li  The Roy Alvin Hope Scholarship
Zhiming Lian  The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Alexis Liang  The Dale Anne Freed Scholarship
Jinqiu Liang  The James Morrow Scholarship
Isabel Nie Xin Lim  The James Morrow Scholarship
Catherine Yu Chieh Lin  The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
Alexandra Hedwig Margaret Liu  The Genevieve Logan Scholarship
Mingyue Liu  The Romans Family Scholarship
Yitong Liu  The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Yuhan Liu  The Grace Victoria Becker Scholarship
Alicia Marie Long  The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Chayim Lowen  The William Ewart Staples Scholarship
Mary Meilin Lu  The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Yutong Lu  The Ronald J C McQueen Scholarship
Andrea Wing Yan Lui  The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Kefun Luo  The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Jinnan Lyu  The Salvatore and Marion (Cooper) Brancaccio Scholarship
Sarah Lindsey Margaret MacPherson  The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
Ava Christina Mangold  The Victoria Annual Fund Award (renewed)
Alyssa Marchand  The George W. Edmonds Scholarship
Samuel Rosati Martin  The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Anita Mazumdar-Moscato  The Lillian Massey Treble Scholarship
Ana Sofia Mendoza Viruega  The Dr Heather Onyett Scholarship
Skylla Terra Mercer  The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Maya Merchant  The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Walter Merjo  The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Julian John Jean Meunier  The Alfred and Isabel Bader Scholarship
Sofia Michailovich  The University of Toronto Vari Scholarship (renewed)
Ljudmila Milicevic  The John Fletcher McLaughlin Scholarship
Aidan Marie Mitchell-Boudreau  The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
Helia Mohammadi  The Roy Alvin Hope Scholarship
Malhaar Moharir  The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Aarti Gobind Mohinani  The McCutcheon Award
Vaneeza Adnan Moosa  The Victoria Reunion Award
Colin Andrew Morley  The Alfred and Isabel Bader Scholarship
Ali Bin Munim  The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Hayley May Marilyn Munro  The Norman Wentworth DeWitt Scholarship
Jaiden Robyn Muoio  The Dr Heather Onyett History Scholarship
Avni Nathan  The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Aline Satenik Nayir  The McNeice Scholarship
Veronika Zabel Nayir  The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Liese Meta Neelin  The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Davit Nersisyan  The McCutcheon Award
Nicole Hartanto Ng  The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Chloe Maria Nguyen  The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
Jolie Van Lan Nguyen  The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
Athanasia Demetra Nikolakakis  The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
Kezhu Niu
Cheryl Yang Nong
Alyssa Gabrielle Nurse
Charlotte Cameron Beeching O’Brien
Fiona Ruby Sullivan O’Brien
Hae June Oh
Emma Mae Chin Outram
Julia Edda Pape
Seohyun Park
Saanika Abhijit Parkhi
Angus James MacLeod Paterson
Iakoiehwathna Patton
Alex Pejovic
Andrew Burkhardt James Peters
Rachel Madeline Peterson
Syndie Lane Phillips
Bronwen Elisabeth Kate Prince
Eden Abby Prosser
Su Pu
Michael Morgan Raczkowski
Mythreyi Samyuktha Rajasingham
Genevieve Anna Ramnarine
Gabrielle Jean Regimbal
Zoha Fatima Rehan
Camille Josephine Richter
Emre Pierre Robe
Chan-Min Roh
Amanda Marie Rokicky
Noah Alexander Westgate Ross
Abhayjeet Singh Sachal
Yana Sadeghi
Hannah Yael Safer-Brickman
Supriya Shakya Saha
Celine Abdel Aziz Salhab
Davide Andrea Sallese
Mia Claire Mei-Yun Sanders
Jose Francisco Sante Sosa
Youssef Anwar Sarofim
Malika Wells Sarwar
Sina Sasanifard
Rosa Schaefer Bastian
Saskia Scholtens
Logan Matthew Scime
Danny Sebastian
Kexin Sha
Yusra Shafquat
Golshan Sharbatdaralaei
Hana Kim Sharifi
Bernard Yen Tsae Shek
Meg Elizabeth Sheridan

The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The E W Bickle Scholarship
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Helen Mae Woodliffe Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The University of Toronto Vari Scholarship (renewed)
The Victoria Reunion Award
The Jean (MacIntosh) MacLeod Scholarship
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Jessie Macpherson Memorial Scholarship
The George W. Edmonds Scholarship
The Victoria Annual Fund Award (renewed)
The Jessie Macpherson Memorial Scholarship
The Wilson Family Scholarship
The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
The Regents Participation Award
The Valerie Story Scholarship
The Birkenshaw Family Scholarship
The Dr Robert C Brandeis Scholarship
The Regents Participation Award
The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
The McCutcheon Award
The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Isabel Crook Scholarship
The Elizabeth (Eastlake) Vosburgh Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Charles and Barbara Catto Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Charles and Barbara Catto Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Professor George Metcalf Scholarship (renewed)
The Mrs F N G Starr Scholarship
The Grace Victoria Becker Scholarship
The William Crichton Starr Scholarship
The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
The Urbancic O’Handley Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Scholarship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Muke Shi</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuemeng Shi</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amina Shmanova</td>
<td>The John Gardner Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affanullah Siddiqui</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Callia June Silverton</td>
<td>The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liam Colston Sinclair-Thompson</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emina Smajlovic</td>
<td>The Roy Alvin Hope Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murray Alexander Smith</td>
<td>The Salvatore and Marion (Cooper) Brancaccio Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalia Anna Smut</td>
<td>The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Paige Solomon</td>
<td>The John A Sawyer Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyojung Song</td>
<td>The White Scholarship in French</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Hangqi Song</td>
<td>The Gerald Allen Hollingshead Memorial Scholarship (renewed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xi Song</td>
<td>The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aryan Vijay Soral</td>
<td>The Larry Chapman Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jasmeen Sran</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elyse Georgia Stacey</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Denver Stone</td>
<td>The Donald and Joan Dique Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HaoChen Sun</td>
<td>The Eleanor and G Wallis Field Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noshin Nawal Talukdar</td>
<td>The Valerie Story Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Ryan Tan</td>
<td>The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuwei Tang</td>
<td>The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriela Lily Tarc</td>
<td>The E Murray Cleland Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mikaela Taylor</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lara Tekmen</td>
<td>The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek William Thiele</td>
<td>The Pauline and Donald McGibbon Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Kris Rao Thiele</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Sean Thorn</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justice Navin Tomlinson</td>
<td>The Victoria Annual Fund Award (renewed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nguyen Hai Ngoc Tran</td>
<td>The Devon Colbert McGregor Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lidia Tulenkova</td>
<td>The Regents Participation Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sebastien Tuli</td>
<td>The Valerie Brook Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ralph Anthony Reuen Tungol</td>
<td>The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Elias Tzatzanis</td>
<td>The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Elning Shahputri Utami</td>
<td>The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valeria Vanessa Vela Mendoza</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Frederique Natacha Vermersch</td>
<td>The Professor R K Arnold Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Verreault</td>
<td>The William Crichton Webster Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Jude Vieira</td>
<td>The Kathleen Watson Arnold Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thurgga Vigneswaran</td>
<td>The Dr Heather Onyett Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachariah Louis Vincze</td>
<td>The E W Bickle Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson Vo</td>
<td>The George W. Edmonds Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lennart Eric Von Der Luehe</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophie Wagle</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Gagnon Walcott</td>
<td>The Regents Participation Award</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haowen Wang</td>
<td>The Lecily (White) (Johnston) Hutcherson Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Junjie Wang</td>
<td>The William Pearson Scott Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Chenghuzou Wang</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Shixiao Wang</td>
<td>The Isabel Mendizabal Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rilla Jiansu Wang</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Wang</td>
<td>The John L Horwood Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Scholarship Name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivian Wang</td>
<td>The Valerie Brook Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yi Lin Wang</td>
<td>The Karl S Bernhardt Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lashae Watson</td>
<td>The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adele Carolyn Wechsler</td>
<td>The Eva Kushner Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yanqing Weng</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faith Abigail Wershba</td>
<td>The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloe Rose Whitridge</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Marie Wolff</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Tze-Yin Wong</td>
<td>The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine S Wong</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bingrui Wu</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yiran Wu</td>
<td>The Mrs F N G Starr Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Wurgaft</td>
<td>The Wayne Reesor Thomas Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runyu Xia</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kejun Xiao</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cong Xie</td>
<td>The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yile Xie</td>
<td>The John A Sawyer Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siyuan Xing</td>
<td>The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiyi Xu</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Chen Xuan</td>
<td>The William Crichton Webster Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seungwon Yang</td>
<td>The Etta and Arnott M Patterson Memorial Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunseo Yang</td>
<td>The William Crichton Webster Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meichen Yi</td>
<td>The Grace Victoria Becker Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhongyi Ying</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Ymeri</td>
<td>The Sunil Kumar and Nita Singh Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyun Joung Yoon</td>
<td>The Grace Victoria Becker Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiwon Yoon</td>
<td>The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dongmin Youn</td>
<td>The Anne Weldon Tait Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tammy Hau-Ying Yu</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunfei Yu</td>
<td>The John A Sawyer Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunfeng Yu</td>
<td>The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Yaguang Yuan</td>
<td>The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jing Jing Yuan</td>
<td>The Susan McKenzie and Gary Girvan Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Wai Sum Yuen</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christine Bohan Yun</td>
<td>The Lester Bowles Pearson Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anita Lia Zabojnikova</td>
<td>The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomer Zaidman</td>
<td>The Jessie (Millar) Swail and David Swail Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Marie Zakala</td>
<td>The Timothy E F White Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anastasia Zaritovskaya</td>
<td>The Isabel Mendizabal Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Zhang</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jizheng Zhang</td>
<td>The George W. Edmonds Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixiao Zhang</td>
<td>The Herb Epp Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tianyu Zhang</td>
<td>The E Murray Cleland Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tongyu Zhang</td>
<td>The William Crichton Webster Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Zhao</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuetong Zhao</td>
<td>The John A Sawyer Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xinqiao Zheng</td>
<td>The Mrs F N G Starr Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jia Yi Zhu</td>
<td>The Regents In-Course Scholarship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Zhu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Zhu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THIRD YEAR (Third Group of 5.0 Credits)

Ahmed Mahmoud Abdelfattah Abdelwahab The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Sumayya Abdul Qadir The F Ray Irwin Scholarship
Ayah Abu-Hijleh The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Katrina Yvone Agbayani The Kathleen Watson Memorial Award
Hayley Sophia Agler The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Hannah Saleh Ali Ahamedi The Hardy and Mildred Wright Hill Scholarship
Niki Akbarian The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Onira Alamgir The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
Syeda Mina Ali The Professor George Metcalf Scholarship (renewed)
Tess Kingsley Alksnis The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Emily Amos-Wood The Charles and Barbara Catto Scholarship
Frances Nicole Argento The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Sophia Rose Walker Arts The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Dhananjay Ashok The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Mary Wing Sea Au The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Stephanie Bai The Alumni of Victoria College Award
Rakshan Ryan Balachandran The J H Riddell Department of Classics Scholarship
Jonathan Michael Banfield The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Oscar Andrew Baracos The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Ludovico Roy Behrendt The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Vasiliki Bekiaris The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship
Kasey Marie Belding The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Joseph Francesco Bellissimo The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Corinne Antonia Bernett The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Anny Jocelyn Bernier The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Alicia Bubienczyk The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Alana GaHyun Byeon The Alumni of Victoria College Award
Maya Selina Maxine Campo The J H Riddell Department of Classics Scholarship
Robyn Jane Carino The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Alyssa Eden Chan The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Elizabeth Wing-Yee Chan The Marion Edith Binning Scholarship
Yin Leung Freeman Chan The George W. Edmonds Scholarship
Pan Yuen Sum Chan The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Ching-Lin Chang The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Miranda Chang The Karl S Bernhardt Scholarship
Yan Shan Chang The Margaret Slater Scholarship
Hannah Rebecca Cheetham The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship
Charlotte Marie Chelluw The H E Buzz Neal Scholarship
En Si Chen The Karl S Bernhardt Scholarship
I-Yu Chen The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Jiawei Chen The Victoria Reunion Award
Jiawen Chen The Helen Mae Woodliffe Scholarship
Kai Ren Chen The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Qingxi Cheng The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Zhengyu Cheng The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Alex Cho The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Derek Chun Sing Choi
Sarah Kyouwon Choi
Kwan Kiu Choy
Bremner Jacob Churchill
Destiny Danae Ziah Cooke-Gibon
Mary Joyce Kathleen Leonor Cortinas
Elizabeth Ayse Coulter
Margaret Ellen Crawford
Maria Eduarda Cabral da Paz
Ghazaleh Darini
Kaitlyn Elia DaSilva
Isabel Josephine Davis
Mycah Leigh De Jong
Rheannon Vera Demeter
Ke Deng
Sarah Abdel-Rahim Derawi
Nova Amadea Dexter
Neha Kaur Dhaliwal
Dorian DiTommaso
Kim Khanh Do
Nicole D’Or
Timothy Duong
Madhurima Dutta
Sarah Eid
Samar Emami
Simon Gerard Lato Entote
Hana Gamal Ahmed Hussein Fahim
Rachel Yuika Fallas
Ava Fathi
Sahar Fatima
Kevin Faust
Antoine Taeyong Finot
Leah Joy Flores
Sofia Gabriela Flores-Ledesma
Sarah Elisabeth Folk
Marcus James Forbes-Green
Alexandra Jean Forsyth
Louis James Frank
Alexandra Hope Fraser
Areli Jacinda Freeman
Nicole Emily Freij
Flora Mei Fushii-McIntosh
Sarah Geahchan
Stefan Daniel Georgiou
Mahya Ghan nad
Ori Gilboa
Erik Diego Gillis
Eliza Lauren Glady
Drew-Anne Kristy Glennie
Lana Glozic

The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
The Helen Mae Woodliffe Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Barbara (Brandon) McCowan Scholarship (renewed)
The Eleanor and G Wallis Field Scholarship
The R Malcolm Hill Scholarship
The James Morrow Scholarship
The Robert Leslie Edwards Memorial Scholarship
The Laure Riès Scholarship
The J A Surerus Memorial Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Kathryn Anne Radford Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French
The Alumni of Victoria College Award
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Joseph Wesley MacCallum Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Dr Ben Chan Scholarship
The Bev and Harvey Botting Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Alumni of Victoria College Award
The Kate (Coleman) Krenz Scholarship
The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Bev and Harvey Botting Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Bev and Harvey Botting Scholarship
The J H Riddell Department of Classics Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Alumni of Victoria College Award
The Jessie (Millar) Swail and David Swail Scholarship
The William Pearson Scott Scholarship
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Herb Epp Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Mary M Pearson Scholarship
The Mary (Boake) Robinson Scholarship
The Alastair Thomson McKinnon Scholarship
Jessica Baker Glustien The Valerie Brook Scholarship
Aparna Gopalakrishnan The James Morrow Scholarship
Philip Ianovich Gorelov The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Nerija Kyra Gray The Brian David Radford Memorial Scholarship
Julian Greco The Edward and Lucille Engeland Memorial Scholarship
Emily Lois Grenon The Dr Heather Onyett History Scholarship
Dylan Xiao Ming Guan The Hamilton Fisk Biggar Scholarship
He Xiang Guo The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Jianhong Guo The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Advaya Gupta The Valerie Brook Scholarship
Tanmay Gupta The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Holly Nicole Hamilton The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Ryan Peter Ferruccio Hamilton The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
Jessica Jeehae Han The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Kekun Han The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Jacob Brian Hosking Harvey The Hardy and Mildred Wright Hill Scholarship
Yifeng He The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
Erin Alexandra Hill The George W. Edmonds Scholarship
Ashley Hope Hilton The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Kevin Hong The Professor Kenneth R Thompson Scholarship
Abigail Paisley Matilda Horton The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Madison-Shira Alexis Hossack The George W. Edmonds Scholarship
Mengshi Hou The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
Katherine Anna Hovdestad The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
Grace Kong Hu The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship
Yang Qing Hu The Regina Heber Manning Jolliffe Scholarship
Jade Jing Wen Huang The Victoria University Student Administrative Council Award
Ruo Qing Huang The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
Uriel Gabriell Humphrey Oduwole The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French
Sharon Ying-Hsuan Hung The Victoria University Student Administrative Council Award
Joshua Aloysius Hur The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Emily Rachelle Kaur Hurmizi The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship
Sean Thi Huynh The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship
Antonia Nicole Ignat The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship
Jenna Leigh Im The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship
Andrea Vanessa Ingles The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship
Junaid Ishaq The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship
Nona Jalali The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship
Henry Lewis James The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship
Maya Noel Moman James The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship
Daniel Michael Jarvis The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Emma Kristine Jarvis The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Phoebe Josephine Jenner The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Emma Kathryn Jennings-Fitz-Gerald The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
James Kobi Jhirad The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Emily Hayoung Jin The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Winnie Holly Djuiko Jiogo The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Holly Katherine Marie Johnstone The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Indrani Das Jui The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Christine Jurcau The Margaret E Devitt and S G Devitt Scholarship
Laura Kabbabe The William Robins and Anne Christie Award
Sophia Kallai The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Woo Jung Kang The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Kimia Karachi The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
Polina Kargapolova The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Mikaela Grace Kennedy The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Francis Gregory Kepa The Lester Bowles Pearson Scholarship
Nikou Kelardashti The Richard Jeffery Maybee Memorial Scholarship
Qaasim Shahzad Karim The Julia Yan-Ping Lee Scholarship
Noah Lucas Karpiak The John A Sawyer Scholarship
Kimia Karachi The Brian David Radford Memorial Scholarship
Naba Khan The E W Bickle Scholarship
Kellyona Deenadavanh Khounborind The Eleanor and G Wallis Field Scholarship
Candace Kim The John A Sawyer Scholarship
Deanna Dahe Kim The Susan and Murray Armitage Scholarship
Jean Kim The John A Sawyer Scholarship
Sooa Kim The William Neil Hanna Scholarship
Massoma Mbezele Kisob The Victoria Reunion Award
Janae Olivia Simone Knott The E W Bickle Scholarship
Lingjia Kong The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
Abbygail Juliette Marie Kroeker The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
Andre Krunic The Mrs F N G Starr Scholarship
Sophia Mary Kudryk The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Emma Irene Kuhn The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Melina Alexandra Kurk The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Alexandra Kurtesi The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Christie Yu-Chen Lai The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Charlotte Lam The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Megan Lam The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Jasmine Lambert The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Jayde Man Yee Lee The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Marissa Lee The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Alexa Lessard The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Edward Leung The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Faustine Leung The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Gloria Wing Lam Leung The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Solangre Levert-Westmacott The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Huaipeng Li The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Pei-Jie Liu The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Jeoffrey Aaron Li The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Jiayue Li The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Shanshan Li The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Ting Li The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Zhenyu Li The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Kuo Liang The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Jaehyun Lim The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Zi Qi Lin The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Hongrui Liu The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Pei-Jie Liu The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Can Lu The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Bria Jaden Luis The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Yihan Luo The Dale Anne Freed Scholarship
Carina Angela Lyons The John A Sawyer Scholarship
Darius Javad Mahdavi The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Daisy Juliet Mallin The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
Archit Malyala The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
Kayla Ellesse Ying Yen Man The Kathleen Watson Memorial Award
Kulsum Fatima Manji The Susan McKenzie and Gary Girvan Scholarship
Hailey Fay Marie Marleau The Friends of Victoria University Library Scholarship
Rintaro Alexander Masuda The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
Anthony Gregory James McCanny The Pauline and Donald McGibbon Scholarship
Melissa Jane McGrath The Beatrice Mathers Memorial Scholarship
Brenna Danielle McPhee The Genevieve Logan Scholarship
Alexandra Medina The Kathleen Watson Memorial Award
Sifat Mehar The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Arielle Hannah Meyer The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
Madeleine Harper Milne The Brian David Radford Memorial Scholarship
Emory Claire Mitchell The Kate (Coleman) Krenz Scholarship
Aarti Gobind Mohinani The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Samuel Brooke Moor-Smith The 1980s Legacy Scholarship
Marina Morris The Margarete E Devitt and S G Devitt Scholarship
Mehr Mukhtar The 1980s Legacy Scholarship
Jaiden Robyn Muoio The J H Riddell Department of Classics Scholarship
Shaelyn Eileen Murray The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Graeme Macdonald Myers The Birkenshaw Family Scholarship
Marium Nadeem The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship
Sophie Hyeseung Nam The Margaret E Devitt and S G Devitt Scholarship
Charul Singh Narain The Margaret E Devitt and S G Devitt Scholarship
Lisa Nasu-Yu The Regents In-Course Scholarship
Janani Navagnanavel The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Malya Nawaz Khan The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
Elida Nexha The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Stacy Ngai The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Michelle Nguyen The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Alexandra Nitoiu The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Eseosa Peace Nosakhare The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Charlotte Claire Nunn The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Jocelyn Nurtanto The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Kevin Conrad Oliver The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Mikayla Jo Oliver The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Laura Isabella Orsini The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Neve Sophie Ostry Young The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Melodie Ouellette The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Emma Rachel Paidra The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Ryan Aaron Panela The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Chanseul Park The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Joo Yeon Park The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Yunkung Park The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
David Pasternak The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
Jessica Patel
Anna Grace Pawliw-Fry
Laura Joan Peberdy
Zhi Ting Peng
Lucie Oliva Michele Perillat
Parneyan Pezeshkpour
Sydnie Lane Phillips
Maria Christine Piovesana
Fortunato Joseph Pizzurro
Yifei Pu
Maria Daniela Quintero Garcia
Darya Rahbar
Fatima Ishfaq Rana
Julia Christine Rapai
Evan Giovanni Raponi
Dewa Ayu Priandita Ratudemia
Raquel Ravivo
Elizabeth Razmakhnina
Alana Sophia Reich
Andrey Remorov
Jonathan Dali Renert
Camille Josephine Richter
Rebecca Gina Rocco
Angenelle Eve Rosal
Sharon Theertha Roshan
Stuti Roy
Grace Xue Rui
Konrad Camille Samsel
Sayna Saqafi
Emily Saso
Renee Martine Bergen Schryer
Rehan Michael Setna
Aisa Shabani
Aashna Samir Shah
Ayla Shahid
Ayesha Shakeel
Joanne Shan
Mengmeng Shang
Sara Shariati
Muhammad Huzaifa Sheikh
Yasmine Caterina Shelton
Mollie Jane Sheptenko
Mufei Shi
Bella Shulman
Hannah Marie Simard
Sulamith Zvia Smolyanitsky
Hasaan Sobaan
Robert Jonah Solway
Abena Gyebuaa Somiah
Sophie Rebecca Sondhelm

The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Marion Bell Helmer Scholarship
The Roy Alvin Hope Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Kathleen Watson Memorial Award
The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Kate (Coleman) Krenz Scholarship
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The W E Wilder Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Romans Family Scholarship
The George W. Edmonds Scholarship
The John Paul Evans Scholarship
The Torno Prize
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Hugh Walton Peart Scholarship
The Chris and Vo Love Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Professor William Kingston and Dr John Kingston Scholarship
The Victoria Reunion Award
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Mrs F N G Starr Scholarship
The Joseph Wesley MacCallum Scholarship
The James Morrow Scholarship
The Susan McKenzie and Gary Girvan Scholarship
The David W Pretty Award (renewed)
The George W. Edmonds Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Friends of Victoria University Library Scholarship
The Urbancic O’Handley Scholarship
The Kathleen Watson Memorial Award
The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship
The Gerald Allen Hollingshead Memorial Scholarship (renewed)
The Victoria Reunion Award
The Kathleen Watson Memorial Award
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
The H E Buzz Neal Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Ruby M Jolliffe Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Jean (MacIntosh) MacLeod Scholarship
The Orpha (Farr) Garriock Scholarship
Jialin Song
Honour Elizabeth Stahl
Nathan Denver Stone
Joseph Strauss
Haili Su
Mandy Su
Sophie Emily Sugianto
Sara Malka Sugin
Catey Sun
Hongyi Sun
Wenxuan Sun
Kiran Sureshan
Ioanna Sventzouris
Aniqa Tabassum
Jonathan Jiayi Tang
Jenna Souls Teece-Soter
Caroline Marie Tessy
Julia Rioux Thayer
Derek William Thiele
Srikesh Thirumalai Kumara
Christopher Desmond Thompson
An Hong To
Anna Tram
Oliver Ralph Trevett
Fiona Tsamny
Sila Naz Usta
Roberta Vakruchev
Colin Richard Cooper Veevers
Rishi Vijayvargiya
Aqil Karim Visram
Amanda Maya Voore-Lewis
Diffany Wang
Jessie Wang
Junze Wang
Qiuhan Wang
Wei Andrew Wang
Wenbo Wang
Xida Wang
Yuxuan Wang
Amelia Lily Waud
Xinyu Wei
Qing Wen
Angeline Elisabeth Wiseman
Christina Nga Jing Wong
Joan Win Sum Wong
Sylvia Catherine Woolner
Yin Laam Wun

The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
The Roy Alvin Hope Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The F Ray Irwin Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Pauline and Donald McGibbon Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Susan and Murray Armitage Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
The Professor D O Robson Scholarship
The W E Wilder Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Jean (MacIntosh) MacLeod Scholarship
The Valerie Story Scholarship
The Isabel Bader Scholarship (renewed)
The Dale Anne Freed Scholarship
The Chris and Vo Love Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Arthur Leonard Schawlow Scholarship (renewed)
The Clifton Graham Roberts Admission Award (renewed)
The Wilfred Allan Beckett Scholarship
The William Crichton Webster Scholarship
The E Murray Cleland Scholarship
The Susan and Murray Armitage Scholarship
The George W. Edmonds Scholarship
The Michael A Tory Scholarship
The Professor R K Arnold Scholarship
The Helen Frye Memorial Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The F Ray Irwin Scholarship
The Dr Raymond Moriyama Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Ruth Estella Vanderlip Scholarship
The Edward Gladstone Schafer Memorial Scholarship
The Devon Colbert McGregor Scholarship
The Margaret Slater Scholarship
Linyan Xu
Ming Yang Xu
Zi Yi Xu
Zhiwei Xue
Alexander Xiaoming Yang
Richard Yin
Zhongyi Ying
Gayeon Yoon
Jiaxuan Yu
Tony Yu
Xiangning Yu
Chang Yuan
Ellen Zhang
Fang Han Zhang
Jenny Zhang
Lilian Ling-Ling Zhang
Wenqi Zhang
Eric Zhao
Lily Zhao
Michelle Tian Zhao
Peiyi Zheng
Kefu Zhu
Haotian Zhuang
Raphaella Zymaras

The Friends of Victoria University Library Scholarship
The Dale Anne Freed Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Alfred and Isabel Bader Scholarship
The Anne Marjorie Beer Scholarship
The Elizabeth Anne Sabiston Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The Orpha (Farr) Garriock Scholarship
The Alfred and Isabel Bader Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The John Gardner Scholarship
The Grace Victoria Becker Scholarship
The Muriel McCuaig Memorial Scholarship in French
The Salvatore and Marion (Cooper) Brancaccio Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The 1980s Legacy Scholarship
The Donald Alexander Court Scholarship
The Alfred and Isabel Bader Scholarship
The 1980s Legacy Scholarship
The Salvatore and Marion (Cooper) Brancaccio Scholarship
The Isabel Bader In-Course Scholarship
The Regents In-Course Scholarship
The J H Riddell Department of Classics Scholarship

Awards continued on next page
Victoria College
Course Prizes, Special Awards & Essay Prizes

2021-2022

Olivia Gabriella Annamarie Cesari
Miranda Chang
Ava Fathi
Megan Hill
Namah Vikas Jaggi
Palvasha Safdar Khan
Zongxi Liu
Alexander Lawson Lynch
John Rufus Mace
Reva Tia-Vi Mai
Fiona Ruby Sullivan O’Brien
Hannah Rachel Rajput
Mollie Jane Sheptenko
Carolina Suaid
Joy Xuran Wang
Adele Carolyn Wechsler
Iona Whatford

The Janet Elizabeth Macdonald Scholarship in Cinema Studies
The Lincoln Hutton Essay Prize: Sciences
The Joyce Boyle Scholarship
The Lincoln Hutton Essay Prize: Humanities/Social Sciences
The Arthur Irwin Prize
The John M Coles Prize
The Myrtle V McCulloch Prize in Renaissance Studies
The James Joyce Prize
The Myrtle V McCulloch Prize in Semiotics
The F David Hoeniger Book Collection Prize
The Myrtle V McCulloch Prize in Renaissance Studies
The Myrtle V McCulloch Prize in Renaissance Studies
The Arthur Irwin Prize
The Alta Lind Cook Prize
The Secor Essay Prize in Renaissance Studies
The Myrtle V McCulloch Prize in Semiotics
The F David Hoeniger Book Collection Prize

Victoria College
Undergraduate Research Awards

2021-2022

Ahmed Mahmoud Abdelfattah Abdelwahab
Elizabeth Wing-Yee Chan
Miranda Chang
Benjamin Ding
Eric Noah Emmenegger
Shahd Husain Fulath Khan
Kristyna Anatalia Gorospe
Nerija Kyra Gray
Dylan Xiao Ming Guan
Ian Timothy Worthington Lee

The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
Madeleine Harper Milne
Jessica Sidney Nash
Lucie Oliva Michele Perillat
Eden Abby Prosser
Avery Schwarz
Amelia Elisabeth Semenak
Caroline Marie Tessy
Michelle Chenghuazou Wang
Zhiqi Wang
Christina Nga Jing Wong
Zhiwei Xue
Michelle Tian Zhao
JiaYi Zhu
Holly Katherine Marie Johnstone
Rion Xavier Levy
Anthony Gregory James McCanny
Ishika Rishi
Elizabeth Rita Wong

The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Dr Lorus J Milne and Dr Margery J Milne Award
The Northrop Frye Centre Undergraduate Research Award
The Northrop Frye Centre Undergraduate Research Award
The Northrop Frye Centre Undergraduate Research Award
The Northrop Frye Centre Undergraduate Research Award
The Northrop Frye Centre Undergraduate Research Award
O Canada

O Canada!
Our home and native land!
True patriot love in all of us command.
With glowing hearts we see thee rise,
The True North strong and free!
From far and wide,
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.
God keep our land glorious and free!
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.